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Abstract

In this study, an end-to-end deep residual neural network with one dimensional convolution is presented to identify the 12-lead ECGs for the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2020 with different durations and sampling frequency. Firstly, a split attention block that enables attention across feature-map groups is introduced to the modified residual networks based on one dimensional convolutional neural network. Secondly, referring to the improved residual network (iResNet), the modified network architecture for residual learning based on stages is present to provide a better path for information to propagate through network’s layers. Moreover, an improved projection shortcut that reduces the information loss is proposed in our proposed modified residual network. Finally, fine-tune is adopted through pre-trained model, which avoids training the network from scratch and virtually expands the dataset and enhances the generalization performance.

Our ensemble of five models trained on different data folds is further validated on the PhysioNet challenge hidden test, achieving a score of 0.208 on the full test data, but is not ranked due to omissions in the submission (team name: SpaceOn Flattop). Results suggest that the proposed method achieves competitive performance in the multi-label ECGs classification.

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular disease is one of the most serious diseases that harm human life [1]. The standard 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) reflecting the physiology activities of heart has been widely used to diagnose a variety of cardiac abnormalities, and predicts cardiovascular morbidity and mortality for its simplicity and non-invasive property [2]. The PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2020 focused on automated, open-source approaches for classifying cardiac abnormalities from 12-lead ECGs [3, 4].

Recently, artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques have shown great potential in automatic detection and classification of cardiac abnormalities which can assist physicians in the diagnosis of the growing number of ECGs recorded. Especially, one dimensional (1D) convolutional neural networks (CNN) have gained a lot of interest in physiological signal processing due to their strong capabilities in learning complex features by being directly applied on raw data without extracting any hand-crafted features [5,6].

Residual networks (ResNets) represent a powerful type of convolutional neural network architecture, widely adopted and used in various tasks. The ResNets are easy to optimize and can easily enjoy accuracy gains from greatly increased depth, producing results substantially better than previous networks [7]. The arrhythmia detection algorithm based on 1D CNN with residual blocks has achieved outstanding performance [6, 8, 9]. Rajpurkar et al. [6, 8] proposed a 1D CNN classifier that used a 34-layer convolutional neural network with residual blocks which maps a sequence of ECG samples to a sequence of rhythm classes. By testing their model against board-certified cardiologists, they concluded that the CNN model exceeds the individual expert performance on both recall, and precision on the test set. S. Yang et al. [9] proposed 1D densely connected CNN following the basic structure of densely connected convolutional networks [10] and optimizing CNN model architecture to show optimal performance for ECG arrhythmia classification with different durations.

Inspired by the studies mentioned above, we present a modified deep residual network with one dimensional convolution to identify the rhythm/morphology abnormalities from 12-lead ECGs records. The proposed method contains modified residual network based on stages and split attention blocks, which not only avoids lacking cross-channel interaction in original ResNets model, but also makes the substantially convolutional networks stronger ability of feature representation. The main contributions in this study are: (1) adopting noise addition, y-axis shift, band-pass and wavelet-based filter methods for data enhancement, splitting and resampling the ECG records of 10 second length with a sampling frequency of 500 Hz for training (Sect. 2.1). (2) a network architecture for residual learning based on stages is introduced, which facilitates the learning process by...
providing a better path for information to propagate through network’s layers (Sect. 2.2). (3) a modular split attention block that enables attention across feature-map groups is introduced. By stacking these split attention blocks, a ResNets-style model is constructed based on 1D CNN, which reserves the overall ResNets structure without introducing additional computational costs (Sect. 2.2). (4) a simple method of transfer learning: fine-tune is adopted though pre-trained model, which avoids training the network from scratch and virtually expands the dataset and improves the generalization performance (Sect. 2.3).

2. Methods

2.1. Data Preprocessing

Data Resampling: The data set from 4 different sources is sampled at different frequencies of 257 Hz, 500 Hz and 1000Hz. To ensure the consistency of the data as much as possible, the ECG records with frequency of 257 Hz and 1000 Hz are resampled to 500Hz.

Data Augmentation: To increase the diversity of dataset and improve the generalization performance, this data set can be further extended by data augmentation. And some common techniques of data augmentation used in this study consist of noise addition, corresponding channel switch, y-axis shift, band-pass and wavelet-based filter, and so on.

Data Segmentation: The length of dataset is different, and the records of 10 seconds length are in the majority. To make the length of data fed into network is equal, zero padding and data truncation are introduced, which have a certain destructive effect on the ECG information. Specifically, the records less than 10 s are padded by zeros to a size of 10 s and the records more than 10 s are truncated to take the first 10 s data as the current data.

2.2. Model Architecture

In this work, the proposed model is mainly composed of multiple basic blocks and four modified residual convolutional network stages, as is shown in Figure 1. Each consists of three different types of residual block, start Res-Block, middle Res-Block and end Res-Block, which are shown in Figure 2.

Firstly, the modified residual convolutional network can be split into four main stages [11]. Each can contain a number of Res-Blocks. There are three Res-Blocks for stage 1, four for stage 2, six for stage 3 and three for stage 4. Each main stage is divided into three parts: one Start Res-Block, a number of Middle Res-Blocks (1, 2, 4, 1) Middle Res-Blocks for the corresponding stages) and one End Res-Block. Each Res-Block has a different design depending on the position in the stage.

In start Res-Block, there is a batch normalization (BN) layer after the last convolution, which provides a normalized signal, preparing it for the element-wise addition with the projection shortcut. And the End Res-block is end up with a BN layer and rectified linear units (ReLU) activation functions, which can be seen as preparation for the next stage. It offers a better path for information to propagate through the network.

![Proposed model based on modified residual convolutional network](image1)

![Three different types of residual blocks](image2)

As is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the split attention block (SplAtBlock) in Res-Block divides the feature into several feature-map groups, just like ResNeXt blocks [12], the number of which is given by a cardinality hyper parameter $k$. And the radix parameter $r$...
that indicates the number of splits within each cardinal group.

The combined representation of each cardinal group can be obtained by fusing via an element-wise summation across multiple splits. While the cardinal group representations are concatenated along the channel dimension, the SplAtBlock in Res-Block generalizes the channel-wise attention into feature-map group representation, which can be modularized and accelerated using unified CNN operators [13]. In addition, it greatly improves the ability of feature representation.

![Figure 3. The structure of SplAtBlock in Res-Block](image)

![Figure 4. The detail of split attention unit in SplAtBlock](image)

### 2.3. Transfer Learning

In this study, inspired by the application of transfer learning in biological signals [15], transfer learning is introduced to avoid training the network from scratch and improve the generalization performance. Fine-tune as the simplest method of deep transfer learning is adopted by using pre-trained model which has been previously trained on another datasets, we can directly use the obtained weights and architecture and apply the learning on identifying abnormalities from 12-lead ECGs records.

The dataset for pre-trained compositions of 40,000 medical ECG records and 55 abnormalities in total provided by the Engineering Research Center of the Ministry of Education for mobile Health Management System of Hangzhou Normal University, China. We get access to the worthy dataset through the algorithm competition of tianchi.aliyun.com. Each record has 8 leads, namely I, II, V1, V2, V3, V4, V5, and V6. We can also calculate the data of the remaining 4 leads by using the following formula: III=II-I, aVR=-(I+II)/2, aVL=I-II/2, aVF=II-I/2. Also, the ECG record is sampled at a frequency of 500 Hz, of 10 seconds length, and of 4.88 microvolts unit voltage.

Since the size of the data is large as well as there is high data similarity, we just customize and modify the output layers according to our problem statement. And we retrain the proposed model using the weights of pre-trained model as initial weights with a smaller learning rate. The global fine-tune based on pre-trained model not only avoids training the network from scratch and accelerates the model convergence, but also virtually expands the dataset and enhances the robustness and generalization.

### 2.4. Learning mechanism

In this study, the model takes 12-lead ECG records of 10 seconds length and of 500 Hz frequency as input, the batch size parameter of which is set to 16, and produced a multi-label classification for each ECG record. The training set only considering containing 27 classes that are scored with the challenge metric, is randomly split into 80% training and 20% validation for 5-fold cross validation. The rectified adaptive momentum estimation (RAdam) optimizer [14], with a constantly decreasing learning rate according to the assessment criteria (which is the score used in the challenge), is used to optimize the network parameters.

Aim at the multi-label classification, we use binary cross entropy (BCE) as loss function and sigmoid as the activation function. Since the identification of the 12-lead ECGs for the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2020 is a class unbalanced problem, class weight is introduced in BCE loss function.

The proposed model is developed using Pytorch framework. Training is done on an NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU, the time of which is about 24 hours with five folds cross-validation. Training is performed for a maximum of 80 epochs, and early-stopping is used if the challenge score on the validation set does not improve for 10 consecutive epochs.

---

1An implementation can be found at https://github.com/yshanyes/Pytorch-ECG-Classifier-Cinc2020-Official.
3. Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of our method, we perform a five-fold cross-validation on the training dataset, which consisted of a set of 37749 ECG records only considering the scored classes. Table 1 shows the challenge score of final ensemble model, measured on the four hidden datasets of Physionet challenge.

The proposed method based on modified residual convolutional network can achieve a score of 0.208 on the full test data, but is not ranked due to omissions in the submission (team name: SpaceOn Flattop).

Table 1. The score of the ensemble model on hidden set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hidden datasets</th>
<th>Score of ensemble model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Validation Set</td>
<td>0.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Database 1</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Database 2</td>
<td>0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Database 3</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Test Set</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a method based on modified residual convolutional network for identifying the cardiac abnormalities from 12-lead ECG records which are provided in the 2020 Physionet challenge database. The split attention block is introduced in modified residual network to make the substantially convolutional networks stronger ability of feature representation. And the network architecture for residual learning based on stages is adopted to provide a better path for information to propagate through network’s layers. Finally, transfer learning method namely fine-tune, and ensemble model obtained through computing the average prediction of the five-fold cross-validation models are utilized to improve the generalization performance and robustness of the model.

The following aspects could be considered in the future study to further improve the performance of ECG abnormal identification: (1) optimising the threshold of corresponding to classes for multi-label classification, the threshold can achieve the highest challenge metric on the training set (2) introducing some classical hand-crafted ECG features to improve performance, (3) combining recurrent neural network with CNN to further represent features of ECG.
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